NEWSLETTER – JUNE 2020
MESSAGE FROM THE COMMITTEE
Firstly, we hope that everyone is keeping safe and well in these strange times and we wish to extend our thanks to all
those members who have been putting themselves in the firing line for the benefit of us all… THANK YOU.
Throughout the last few months, the committee have been busy keeping a close eye on guidance issued by our
governing body, England Athletics. We were quick to respond when asked to stop training sessions and are currently
assessing what needs to be done in order to follow their guidance for a return to organised events. Whilst individuals
are free to organise their own activities, as an affiliated club, we have to follow EA guidance. Under current rules, we
cannot see a way to make small group training sessions work, however we do expect the situation to improve.
We thank our members for their support and understanding of the situation and look forward to the day when we can
all meet and run together again. In the meantime, stay
safe and keep running.
DRR committee
Meetings via ZOOM.

SHE SMASHED IT!
That’s the headline of the newspaper article that published DRRs Mona Sheikh’s brilliant achievement of running 26 x
2.6km during the period of Ramadan.
Mona is a volunteer with the Batley Royal Volunteer Service and had booked a charity place to run the Great North Run
in September 2020 to raise money for the RVS.
But due to the Covid circumstances all races were cancelled. So the RVS suggested she
take on the charity 2.6 challenge by running 26 x 2.6km runs but what would make it
harder is if she did it in the month of Ramadan (the Muslim month of Fasting which
means abstinence from all food or drink, including water and chewing gum, from dawn
to sunset).
She said “It suited me really, motivated me to run and give my running a purpose. I
tried not to think about physically feeling weak but focused on completing my
challenge and raising vital funds. Plus Muslims are encouraged to give more and do
more during Ramadan for charities. It was a win-win really for me plus was a good
distraction from the lockdown!
I broke it down to multiple 10k runs mostly and the time limit was 30 days of fasting,
from 25th April to 25th May.
The hardest part was mentally getting past the daunting thought of thirst and still
going for a run knowing I couldn’t have water after the run. I don’t like running in the
heat even when not fasting so you can imagine my concerns.”
Well done Mona in completing the challenge and raising £505 for the RVS charity.

50/50 CHALLENGE

+++++That’s 50 Half Marathons in 50 months completed+++++
Congratulations to our half marathon team who completed this epic challenge and no apology is given for the number
of pages this newsletter has dedicated to this major achievement. To clarify, that’s a half marathon every month for
more than 4 years starting with Inskip Half in January 2016 and finishing with Liversedge Half in February 2020. That’s
dedication and will-power in bucket loads to carry on the challenge consistently over the years and it’s also worth
mentioning that any Marathons/Ultra marathons or indeed any other race distance completed within the month did not
count towards the challenge. It had to be a Half Marathon race and it all started with an idea from Paul Smith and a
Facebook post on 23 December 205 from Wayne Ryan…
“During the last DRR meeting I mentioned a 2016 challenge. 1 half marathon every month during 2016 and
hopefully/maybe other DRR members will be interested…doesn’t have to be the same half if you’re on holiday but it has
to be 12 half marathons in 12 different months.”

And so it began at Inskip in January 2016 with our four DRR
guys:







Andrew Byram
Steve Chapman
Wayne Ryan
Paul Smith

As the challenge continued they were joined by





Tim Rowling
Alistair Walder
Martin Athey

So we asked the guys to say a few words that captured their memories of the events and tell us how it all started, what
races held specific memories and what plans they have for the future. There is a famous line in the musical Jersey Boys
that goes something like “You ask four different guys, you’ll get fur different stories” and that’s what we have and they
all make for great reading…
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Andrew’s account:
The "Half Marathon Challenge" was an idea proposed by Wayne Ryan and he became the unofficial Event Director. The
idea was hatched in late 2015 and the plan was that throughout 2016 we would complete a half marathon per month.
12 months, 12 half marathons and no more. Where possible we would all run the same half marathon to create a bit of
team spirit etc. Initially there was Wayne, myself, Steve Chapman and Paul Smith. Others such as Alistair Walder, Martin
Athey and Tim Rowling have joined in over time. We communicate via a Messenger group to share our plans.
The first half marathon planned was in January 2016 and this was Inskip. The Half marathon challenge had a false start
when this event was cancelled on the morning due to snow. An alternative half marathon was found in Lancaster later
that month which Paul and Wayne ran. I couldn't go so, as everyone tells me I'm technically a month behind...but read
on.
Next up was Liversedge, followed by a bitterly cold Ackworth where Paul Smith went to the merchandise stall before
the start to but an additional long sleeved top to wear during the race. Then came Sheffield, Leeds and a trip to Hull to
run over the Humber Bridge. We then went to the other side of the country to take in sunny Southport. We enjoyed the
west coast that much that we returned in August to do Fleetwood Half. Then came the Great North Run and then the
seasonal Halloween Half in Worksop. A gem of a race was then
discovered in Clowne, where everyone was delighted with their hoodies
at the finish (Wayne kept taking his back until he got one he was
satisfied with). We finished the challenge, or so we thought, with the
Xmas Cracker along the canal in Leeds.
But why stop at 12? We rolled into January 2017 with a trip to York
Race Course for the Brass Monkey. Liversdege came round again and
then it was over to Wigan for a cracking half marathon. The bonus was
finding all the boxes of abandoned energy gels on the way back to the
car. Then it was Sheffield and Leeds again before I made the trip down
the motorway for the Derby Half.
I remember feeling a niggle in my leg after this one and couldn't stand properly for a couple of weeks afterwards. After
various hospital tests it was concluded I has a calf strain and should rest...There was then a trip over to the West coast
again for the Windmill Half. This was a glorious day but I wasn't feeling my best with the calf strain, a bad sore throat
and new trainers had robbed me of a couple of toe nails. For good measure I'd just had the pot taken off my hand so
was now wearing a splint. But I still ran...and then it was to Leek for the hilliest Half. At this race you were given your Tshirt before the race, presumably in case you didn't finish. I must admit the first 2 miles seemed all up hill and that
thought did cross my mind...
September was another trip to Newcastle for the Great North Run
and I actually snuck in the Pontefract Half to make up for the missed
Inskip Half (but apparently this doesn't count and I'm still one
behind). Pontefract was good because I got my picture in the local
paper. I'd also by this point got the all clear from the hospital to
resume running again.
We then went to Worksop again and to Clowne for another hoodie.
December was another Xmas Cracker on the Leeds:Liverpool Canal,
memorable because I was the only one who started the race on time.
Everyone else was still warming up when the gun went off.
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Then we were into 2018 and year 3 of the Challenge. January was the Sir Titus Winter Trot in Saltaire. This is always on a
Saturday which means missing parkrun. Then it was Liversedge again. March
should have been the Burnley Half but this was cancelled so we went to Darwen
instead. Another race with an uphill start for which I was blamed. This race was
memorable for Alistair Walder kneeling over the finishing line to be presented
with his medal.
Then it was Sheffield and Leeds again before another trip to Hull for the new Hull
Half Marathon. A shiny new half marathon PB for me at this and I was briefly in
front of Jimmy Morris in this race while he left the course for a comfort break.
This event was memorable because there was a 10k on at the same time and
they got the T-shirts mixed up at finish, didn't they Alastair? July was the Titus
Summer Trot which I got a trophy for coming 2nd and then I went down to
Newark and managed to get my club colours. Then there was the Great North
Run. I then got to experience the Venga Bus for a trip over for the Manchester
Half. Another trip to Clowne for another hoodie was followed by a trip to
Nottingham for the Xmas Run.
Into year 4 and 2019 got underway with me going over to Merseyside for the
Wirrell Country Way Half. A point to point run so I had to get on a coach to the start. Then it was Liversedge before I
found myself running round in circles, 13 and a bit of them, for the Brownlee Running Festival. Then it was Sheffield and
Leeds followed by a trip to Doncaster for a half that finished on the football field. Great finish but a gridlock trying to get
out of the car parks.
Another gem of a run was discovered with the Ilkely Half. A
great run which is part of a festival. One I'm looking forward
to doing again and recommend this to other club members.
I then technically did an overseas run with the Isle of White
Half and then it was up North for the Great North Run. As
the year neared its close I went to Chesterfield for the Half
and the finish caught me out at this one. I thought I was
about to finish and then realised I still have another lap of
the park to do...another trip to Clowne for a hoodie and the
year ended with a trip over to Lancashire for the 5-3-1 Half.
Year 5 and January saw me have a rude awakening with the
Halcolmbe Howler Half. This was almost hands and knees
stuff to get up to Peel Tower and then running over cross country conditions. I was so glad to see the finish line at this
one. Then came Liversedge and I was full of lurgy but still ran. This was half marathon 50 so I didn’t want to miss it.
I had Heaton Park booked for March, Ackworth booked for April and Leeds for May. Covid19 has seen these events
called off. However, I ran Heaton Park virtually and they sent me my finishers’ medal, I did the Roy Castle Virtual Easter
Half Marathon and the Virtual Spring Half Marathon for May.
Paul’s memories:
2015 “I’m think of doing a half marathon a month next year anyone else want to join me?”
Mentioning no names but it’s all Wayne Ryans fault. The first part of the challenge was actually finding a half a month to
run. It seems odd now but there were not as many races about particularly in the summer months. Chappers got off to a
quick start with an early entry into the 2016 Brass Monkey Half. We nearly didn’t make it, Myself, Wayne and Andrew
Byram had an entry over the border in Lancashire only for it to be cancelled due to snow. Instead that weekend we did
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a practice half (we were full of good ideas) following the Liversedge route. The Lancashire organisers fortunately had a
race the following weekend in aid of Lancaster flood relief and Wayne and I were able to transfer our places and we
were off! We also managed to get two T-shirts for our efforts (the days when draw space wasn’t such a premium).
February was next up at Liversedge (yippee) the less said the better. March was Ackworth Half probably the coldest we
have ever been, horizontal rain/sleet/snow and puddles the size of lakes with a photographer saying “go through the
middle” (my profile pic). We then had a standard run of Sheffield, Leeds followed by the Humber Half. Through the
summer we did trips to the Lancashire seaside towns of Southport (July), Fleetwood (August).
Then the Great North Run (Sept), Worksop (Oct), Clowne (Nov) and the start of my hoodie
collection and finally Kirkstall Chrismas cracker. Done challenge complete!
Err… not quite. From then on peer pressure kept us entering every month. Some were
standard perennials Liversedge, Sheffield, Leeds, Worksop and of course a trip for our
hoodie. Some were tough, the “I’ll never do it again ones” - The Ba’tat half or Leek spring to
mind, these races didn’t even use the disguise word of “undulating” they were UP! At one
point I ran a Worksop half with a still black twisted ankle. The “Marathons don’t count” rule
meant that some months we were running half and full marathons! Some years later it came
to a close for me at number 38, a torn calf muscle. To say I was gutted was an
understatement and it took 3 months to get back to running pain free. However once over
the disappointment, what a relief! The big 50 came up for the lads at Liversedge this year, I
had caught up but not quite the same record. Have they given up?
Steve’s memories:
I'm sure by now everyone’s worked out it was all Wayne's fault!
Truth is, like all good ideas we can’t remember exactly how it started but I recall Paul wanting a challenge of running a
marathon a month or similar and we decided on a Half, especially as we had a few already booked up. 12 months on
and we celebrated with a coffee in Costa in Kirkstall and realised we had already booked up January, February, April
and May for the following year...so we may as well carry on.
By the time mid-December 2017 came around and I had still to find a race for that month it had become really serious...
driving to Newcastle in the snow for the coldest race of the lot...but a second place.
Some personal memories....













Biggest disappointment...never seeing the red arrows in any of the 4
great north runs
Best goodie bag...Santa Pola, Spain- beer pizza fruit cakes and a packet
of salt!
Best finish.... North London - finished inside Wembley Stadium
Best atmosphere....Sheffield and Liversedge
Dullest and flattest.....Fleetwood
Best medal....Darwen - shaped like a bottle opener
Hottest... Corfu, Madeira, Santa Pola and Leeds.
Coldest... Newcastle
Best pre run picnic... Freckleton
Weirdest and slowest... Bolton Abbey. Same gun and chip times as
Alistair and we both had wrong shoes on.
Best race number… Liversedge 2020. Number 50… thanks to Matt
Dawson
Most unforgettable and emotional... Clowne 2019

On the list to do again - Liversedge, Sheffield, Corfu, Worksop and Clowne
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There are many memories. Many fantastic words of support and encouragement, and there has to be an extra special
thanks for the butt of many a joke and the man who crossed the line with me at the end of number 50.
Thanks Wayne!
When will it end?...ask Andy. He is still one month behind!
Tim’s thoughts:
So it was Wayne’s idea!… They tried roping me in but at that time I thought a half marathon every month sounded like a
big commitment and I wasn’t ready for that so I ducked out!
Throughout 2016 I followed the progress of the original
four and ran several of the HMs myself. In January 2017
when the original four said that they were going to
continue for another 12 months I decided to get
onboard. So without making too much of a fuss about it I
quietly joined in. Alistair also joined ranks at the same
time. So now there were six.
During 2017 I did most of the same races that the others
did, but I also ran a couple of different ones. I was the
only DRR to do the Silverstone Half in March that year
and for those months when I couldn’t make the chosen
races with the guys, I ran Sir Titus Trot Saltaire in January, Liverpool Rock ‘n’ Roll in May and Vale of York in September
and that was my 12 completed.
One thing I noticed running a HM every month was that my fitness level and pace improved to probably the best it has
ever been. I felt like I never needed to train for anything, I was always race ready. In addition to the monthly HMs, that
year I also did several other tough events - Calderdale Way Relay, Bluebell Trail, LCW Relay, Hollybank Duathlon.
At this time my partner Nicky lived in Leicester and we used to see each other alternate weekends. On the other
weekends I had my youngest daughter staying with me. My commitment to a HM every month, as well as other races,
did impact somewhat on my family life, so at the end of 2017 I took the decision to drop out of doing one every month
and just dip in and out. Since dropping out I have still done a fair few but with no commitment.
I know that the original four have made a big thing about no one wanting to be the first to drop out, but as I was not in
from the beginning I felt that their rules didn’t apply to me and felt no shame in bowing out as quietly as I had snuck in!
So the way I look at it now is that I dip in and out as and when I feel like it but I’m no longer part of the group.
Alistair has carried on with it to the present day and Martin Athey also joined in.
If it carries on after the lockdown has finished I may re-commit in the future and do one every month for another year.
It was great for my fitness and I got most of my PBs during the 12 months that I was doing the monthly HMs. So that’s
my story and I’m sticking to it!...
Alistair’s memories
When I joined Road Runners there was an elite (to my untrained eyes)
group who were a couple of months into their half a month for a year
challenge. Seemed like something I might be able to achieve, with work.
So I joined in, the following year. Gradually got to the point that I could
rock up and run, with no extra training, no worries as to whether I could
finish, which was great. Even managed a sub 90, grimly hanging onto a
pacer, which was nice when it finished! Downside now is if I stop, I'll
never get back to this fitness level. It’s a bit of a chore sometimes on your
lonesome, but at its very best when we all do the same one.
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Martin’s memories
I run around 6 to 8 half marathons a year, so I am very much a guest or part timer of the
group. It’s a really supportive and friendly bunch of runners of mixed abilities, and
there’s also plenty of banter with no one taking themselves too seriously (and definitely
no egos).
It’s great fun to be involved and helps motivate you to get runs in the diary, although not
everyone is equally enthused to do lots of training (Wayne!).
The tradition of the group seems to have developed into having general apathy and
Yorkshire grumpiness about the prospect of the next upcoming half marathon, and
when we all meet up on the morning of a race its best if you display borderline
resentment about being there ... but we all love it really.
A highlight was when Alastair won a Grim Up North HM - the course had several out and back sections and most of us
had realised he was in the lead, so were able give him plenty of support and encouragement throughout the race... and
in our own special way we also knocked him down a peg or too afterwards, just to keep him in check!
Well folks, that’s the story so far... If anyone wants to join in and be added to their crazy little Messenger group, just
ask, and apparently… Wayne claims to have retired at 50.
LOCKDOWN EVENTS
There have been a number of virtual running challenges available to complete during Lockdown with members getting
involved to enhance their solo runs. Here are just a few:
NHS 5 x 5 x 5 – Run 5k, donate £5 to NHS and nominate 5 other runners to do the same. Well supported by
a number of our members.

Rainbow challenge of Hope. Run 7 consecutive days wearing a t-shirt to match the colours of the rainbow

TRI PT

A weekly 5k challenge within a small league with results posted on Facebook and co-ordinated by Tom
Kaye, TRI PT.

DRR Lockdown challenge - Members to take and submit prescribed photos each day over a 7 day
period while out on their solo runs. This challenge was a delight and well supported by members as
described by our very own Pauline Leitch…

“It has been widely said that ‘for whilst we may all be in this together – we are not all in the same boat’. Our individual
experiences of this period in time will vary greatly yet there will be certain things that we all have in common and the
inability to run with others was, for many weeks, one of them.
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An extremely rare sight at any club run (or race for that matter) and a little loathed to admit I might actually miss going
to the track (but I certainly DON’T miss abs!) perhaps I am not best qualified to comment on how hard running without
friends has been, but even in my self-contained, happy lone runner state, I struggled with the staying close to home part
of lockdown and feelings of isolation. Then along came the first week of May, some beautiful weather, and the DRR
Lockdown Challenge!
A cumulative test of initiative, ingenuity and intrigue saw us set a
new photographic challenge every day across seven days, each
getting progressively harder…

On the first day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
A bo-dy of water, not the sea
On the second day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Two Postal Box…
On the third day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Three booze shops…
On the fourth day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Four different bridges…
On the fifth day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Five Road Signs...
On the sixth day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Six praying places…
On the seventh day of Ma-y
The challenge set to me
Seven coloured objects...

Finally, a club challenge without a weird weighting system! And OK so day two should be Post Offices, but one, it
doesn’t fit in the song and secondly, I might have misread the instructions and thought I’d done very well snapping both
within a quarter of a mile from home!
There were bonus kudos points to be gathered along the way: a swimming bird; posting a letter; purchasing and
consuming something from said shops; acquired knowledge of local bridge repair and colours of paint; the number 8
following social distancing rules; divine points of interest and finally, having the patience and tenacity to read through
the instructions for day seven and enough imagination left to take on option 4!
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So... Day 7 is a homage to ‘Club Colours’.
As with the real thing there are different levels to aim for:
1) Photograph 7 different coloured things with a mixture of Red,
Black and Yellow. You must include 1 thing of each colour as a
minimum.
2) Photograph 7 different Red things, 7 different Black things & 7
different Yellow Things (you can repeat things, but not in the same
colour).
3) As with 2) but spell the word Runners with any of the colours. i.e.
a Red Robin, a Red Urn, a Red Nissan... etc.
4) Spell the 3 words in the name of our club in the 3 different
colours - Dewsbury (Red) Road (Black) & Runners (Yellow).
The appearance of a shark, origami bird and rubber duck in an attempt to gain bonus kudos on Day 1 set the tone for
the rest of the week and we were off…
What a wonderful and most welcome distraction from life under lockdown and finally a daily briefing that we could look
forward to. DRR my gratitude list reads as follows:
Thank you for:
1. Giving me something else to think and talk about!
2. Making me feel connected and part of something.
3. Making me stop and look at things I’ve previously run past without any thought at all.
4. Forcing me to run different routes to normal and therefore feel like the world was opening up, as opposed to
closing in.
5. Giving me an excuse to stop frequently during a run!
6. Reminding me just how much I have to be thankful for.
But most of all
7. Giving us all the opportunity to engage in some light hearted fun, that brought banter and witty comments and
HUMOUR into days which otherwise felt far from funny.
Combining two of my favourite hobbies, I loved this challenge. To have my efforts rewarded at the end with a surprise
prize for my artistic endeavours was an added bonus but I am in awe of my fellow prize winners - Theresa Tate’s for
working out option 4 on Day Seven, and Mark Wilson for showing valiant effort in competing whilst injured en-route.
But really hat’s off to everyone who took part. You really are a wonderful bunch
of people and make DRR a club to be proud of, and possibly even worth putting
in an appearance on a Tuesday or Thursday night to run with - when that’s a
thing again.

“Thanks Pauline for truly capturing the essence of the challenge”
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SUMMER SERIERS
This year's Summer Series will be ... different.

As always, 3 events, 4 teams, one debatable handicapping system that gives everyone a chance to win and an
opportunity for a bit of fun! There will be prizes for individuals and team winners. To qualify for a team prize, you must
complete 2 or more events.
The 4 teams are made up according to your birthday:
Earth = Jan 1 to March 31
Wind = April 1 to June 30
Fire = July 1 to Sept 30
Air = Oct 1 to Dec 31




Event 1, to be completed by the Saturday 13th June is the Dewsbury parkrun course.
Event 2, to be completed between Sunday 14th June and Saturday 4th July is the Leggers Loop. Starting and
finishing at the Leggers Inn.
Event 3, to be completed between Sunday 5th July and Saturday 25th July is the Flat Cap race route. Start on
the bridge and finish at the Leggers Inn.https://gb.mapometer.com/running/route_4720224

Results will be published as soon as possible after the end of each event.
All events are to be completed according to Government restrictions and England Athletics advice in place at the time of
your run, and anyone not abiding by these rules will be disqualified.
In addition, and to prevent any possible mass gatherings, please do NOT complete the Dewsbury parkrun on a Saturday
morning around 9am. That will again lead to disqualification.
With a 3 week window available to complete each event, everyone should be able to find a day and time that is suitable
for themselves. Please, as always, be mindful of other people using public spaces, paths etc. There is nothing to stop
anyone running the course several times and submitting their fastest time should they wish.
Evidence of your run, e.g. screenshot of Strava or such like, to be submitted by email to:
The Summer Series is always a bit of fun, please bear this in mind when running the events and take a safety first
approach and enjoy it!
WEST YORKSHIRE WINTER LEAGUE
3 of our members were awarded prizes from this event:
Congratulations go to Flora Skidmore, Mona Sheikh and Mark Holden. Well done!
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